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SALES DIRECTOR
Assignment Details:
Having worked on a number of campaigns for this
client across Operational Contact Centre Leaders
and Workforce Planning roles, Holly was
approached by the HR Director and COO of this
business to conduct a campaign for a newly
created Sales Director post.

Client: Multi-Utility B2B Supplier
Role: Sales Director
Salary: £120K OTE + benefits package

Holly was given a specific brief with a challenging
Requirements:
profile to source for this particular business who
Experience in leading teams
were about to embark upon a huge culture and
through the delivery of complex
technology transformation which would significantly
impact the sales function of the
system migrations and upgrades
organisation.
Autonomy and Accountability for
Having a unique market proposition, and
experiencing rapid growth this organisation were
keen to secure an individual who had experience
working in smaller businesses with
extensive autonomy as well as someone who had
exposure to the corporate world
whilst being based in the North West of the UK.
They required someone to look after an existing
team and to deliver against a challenge of an office
move, new telephony system and restructure
across the sales team. An individual was required
who could really engage
the team to develop an entirely new mindset
and culture.

deliverables and outcomes
Experience within a regulated Utilities
business
In depth experience of transitioning
team culture and undertaking
aggressive growth plans.
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SALES DIRECTOR

Assignment Details continued...
Holly was asked to initially benchmark the salary for the position to enable the hiring manager to
assign a budget to the role and also assisted with tweaks to the creation of the role profile aligned
with the business needs following a number of conversations via telephone.
Approach:
Once the budget had been secured and confirmed, Holly went to market in the search for the Sales
Director sourcing across the Utilities space reaching out to contacts and connections across her
network for recommendations and referrals, as well as using her existing network to explore
whether these individuals were interested in this newly created role.
An initial longlist of over 100 potentials were identified, with screening and initial exploratory calls
made, followed by shortlisting and more detailed interviews, competency questions and results
identification.
Holly selected 10 individuals to complete extensive interviews with, delving into the experience and
expertise of these individuals and discovering their motivations and aspirations for their next role.
The strongest profiles were matched, and as a result, an initial shortlist of 8 individuals was
presented to the hiring manager for consideration with supporting evidence. Holly had a
meeting with the Group Sales Director and HR Director to run through each profile individually to
give the hiring managers a real flavour of these individuals.
6 of the 8 individuals were shortlisted for an initial offsite meeting, From these meetings, 3
individuals were selected for the second and final stage interview.
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SALES DIRECTOR
Approach Continued...
The final three individuals met with the COO, HR Director and Group Sales Director and delivered a
presentation as requested. They were all blown away by the efforts that had gone into the
preparation for the interviews and there was a frontrunner at the end of the day of interviews.
The consensus was that this individual had the perfect mix of SME, scaling and Corporate business
experience as well as experience in driving Sales teams to dramatically increase their revenue
contribution year on year and they made an offer that this individual could not refuse.
Result:
The campaign concluded and the hire was successful. This individual has since led a B2B sales team
through unprecedented times during the COVID-19 pandemic and has been a pillar for the
businesses sales strategy creating new and inventive solutions to further drive the team through an
uncertain and unique time.

"Holly was great in helping me secure my most recent
position; I found her to be very
supportive, professional and engaging throughout the
process.

Holly’s communication with myself and my new
employer was great and it really enabled a
smooth journey for all parties. If you get the
opportunity to work with Holly
I’d highly recommend it..”
Pete – Sales Director, Multi-Utility B2B Service

